Agenda (draft 2)
Transforming Allied Forces through 5G – MN5G Meeting
09 December 2020

COLLABORATION SESSION
Online collaborative session moderated by NCI Agency
14:00 – 14:10 CET

Introductions and Welcome Remarks
Mr Kevin Scheid, General Manager
Representatives from NATO and NATO Nations will be welcome and introduced to the context of
the MN5G Meeting, which aims at discussing multinational (MN) collaboration on 5G from the
military perspective. The background of the discussion is provided on the prospective MN5G
Leaflet that was circulated with the initial invite letter.

14:10 – 14:20 CET

Main Takeaways from the 5G Workshop Sessions
Mr Luis Bastos
A short brief will be provided to the participants on the main findings and takeaways from the
presentations and discussions held at the preceding Workshop sessions of the 5G event (7-8 Dec
2020), where NATO, Nations, Industry and Academia will have discussed military applications of
5G technologies and systems.

14:20 – 15:40 CET

Nations’ Initial Views on MN5G – tour de table
Mr Ludwig Descamps/Mr Eric Lièvre
All NATO and Nations’ representatives will be requested to provide their initial views in a tour de
table. Nations are invited to provide their views on the pertinence of MN collaboration on 5G topics
given the context and business case provided on the MN5G Leaflet and the takeaways from the 5G
Workshop sessions.

15:40 – 16:00 CET
16:00 – 17:20 CET

Break (20’)

Discussion with Nations – open floor
Mr Eric Lièvre, Mr Levent Irkilmez, Mr Michal Olejarnik, Mr Luis Bastos
NCI Agency will host an open session to discuss the following topics: Nations’ interest in MN5G,
extension of MN5G to Non-NATO Nations, potential scope for MN5G work, challenges for MN5G,
Any other business. Nations will be able to request to speak via a virtual hand-raising mechanism.

17:20 – 17:30 CET
17:30 – 18:00 CET

Break (10’)
Wrap-up and Next Steps
Mr Eric Lièvre, Mr Antonio Calderon
Mr Lièvre will address the main findings of the discussion with the Nations and propose the next
steps in terms of continuing the discussions and developing the MN collaboration project (if
Nations manifest sufficient interest).
Mr Calderon will provide an overview of the next steps in technical innovation work to be
conducted by the Agency in the context of its support and innovation activities.

Notes to participants:
1.
2.

All participants will be technically able to speak. However, for effectiveness, Nations are invited to coordinate via
a separate channel (e.g., a side messaging channel) and to designate a primary speaker.
For any clarification, please contact Ms Tatjana Turkovic, tatjana.turkovic@ncia.nato.int or +32 2 360 6131.
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